THE JAGUAR COLLECTION
CELEBRATE THE JAGUAR LEGACY, WITH THIS EXCLUSIVE SERIES OF APPAREL AND ACCESSORIES. FEATURING HERITAGE HIGHLIGHTS AND MODERN CLASSICS, CREATED IN THE JAGUAR DESIGN STUDIO. ALL INSPIRED BY THE MARQUE’S RACING HERITAGE AND INSTILLED WITH OUR UNCOMPROMISING SPIRIT OF PERFORMANCE. THIS IS WHAT LEGENDS ARE MADE OF.
EVERY JAGUAR DESIGN STARTS WITH PASSION. AN INNER RESOLVE TO DEFY CONVENTION. THIS IS THE DRIVING FORCE INSIDE EVERY ONE OF OUR CARS, AND OUR COLLECTION OF APPAREL AND LIFESTYLE ACCESSORIES. MORE THAN A STATEMENT OF STYLE, IT’S THE RESULT OF AN OBSESSION WITH DETAIL, AND THE JAGUAR PURSUIT OF PERFECTION.
MEN'S HOODED RAIN JACKET
Weatherproof rain jacket with built-in hood, designed for outdoor performance. Constructed with taped seams, side vents and finished with a Durable Water Repellent (DWR®) coating. Jacket features unique seam detailing and silicone logo to the arm. Complete with mesh-lined peaked hood and shock-cord adjusters.

BLACK
XS 50JGJM403BKB  S 50JGJM403BKC  M 50JGJM403BKE  L 50JGJM403BKE
S 50JGJM403BKF  XXL 50JGJM403BKG  XXXL 50JGJM403BKH  XXXXL 50JGJM403BK3

THE LIFESTYLE COLLECTION
MEN'S APPAREL

THE HALLMARKS OF JAGUAR DESIGN ARE BOLDLY ECHOED IN OUR MENSWEAR COLLECTION. FEATURING ICONIC JAGUAR LINES AND DISTINCTIVE DETAILING FOR AN UNCOMPROMISING STYLE.
MEN’S ZIP UP SOFTSHELL
Outrun the elements with this water and wind-resistant softshell jacket. Featuring a concealed hood, storm cuffs and a mesh lining for breathability. Finished with DWR® coating.
BLACK
XS 50JGJM404BKB XL 50JGJM404BKF
S 50JGJM404BKC XXL 50JGJM404BKG
M 50JGJM404BKD XXXL 50JGJM404BKH
L 50JGJM404BKE XXXXL 50JGJM404BKK

MEN’S CONTEMPORARY DRIVERS JACKET
The ultimate driving companion. A sleek and stylish jacket with ribbed collar, internal pockets and Jaguar monogram print lining. Finished with red trim to the zip, and poppers branded with the Jaguar Leaper. Water-resistant with Durable Water Repellent (DWR®) coating.
BLACK
XS 50JGJM405BKB XL 50JGJM405BKF
S 50JGJM405BKC XXL 50JGJM405BKG
M 50JGJM405BKD XXXL 50JGJM405BKH
L 50JGJM405BKE XXXXL 50JGJM405BKK

MEN’S APPAREL
MEN’S CLASSIC SHIRT
A classic shirt for every occasion. Made from a cotton blend for comfort and branded with a logo stud and red contrast button. Features button down collar and twin-needle stitching.
GREY
XS 50JGSM406GYB XL 50JGSM406GYF S 50JGSM406GYC XXL 50JGSM406GYG M 50JGSM406GYD XXXL 50JGSM406GYH L 50JGSM406GYE XXXXL 50JGSM406GY3

MEN’S QUILTED JACKET
A jacket born from our devotion to design. Constructed with heat-welded panels, sports pullers and concealed side pockets. Featuring signature Jaguar monogram print lining and seam detailing inspired by Jaguar design. Water-resistant with DWR® coating.
GREY
LIMITED AVAILABILITY
XS 50JGJM401GYB XL 50JGJM401GYF S 50JGJM401GYC XXL 50JGJM401GYG M 50JGJM401GYD XXXL 50JGJM401GYH L 50JGJM401GYE XXXXL 50JGJM401GY3

MEN’S QUILTED GILET
Gilet constructed with heat-welded panels, sports pullers and concealed side pockets. Features Jaguar monogram print lining and unique seam detailing. Water-resistant with DWR® coating.
GREY
LIMITED AVAILABILITY
XS 50JGJM402GYB XL 50JGJM402GYF S 50JGJM402GYC XXL 50JGJM402GYG M 50JGJM402GYD XXXL 50JGJM402GYH L 50JGJM402GYE XXXXL 50JGJM402GY3

LEAPER MESH BACK CAP
A contrast cap with cotton peak and full mesh back. Includes Leaper logo, Jaguar wordmark and snap-back adjuster. Features Union Flag tag to the peak.
BLACK / 50JGCH408BKA

GROWLER GRAPHIC CAP
A comfortable cotton cap with silicone Growler logo to the front. Features contrast panels with reflective piping, embroidered Jaguar wordmark to the rear, and Leaper branded adjuster.
BLACK/RED / 50JGCH407BKA

WORDMARK CAP
A practical sports cap made from SPF 40 rated wicking fabric. Flexible enough to fold away into your pocket, with reflective piping and Jaguar wordmark.
WHITE / 50JGCH409WTA

MEN’S APPAREL

LEAPER MESH BACK CAP
A contrast cap with cotton peak and full mesh back. Includes Leaper logo, Jaguar wordmark and snap-back adjuster. Features Union Flag tag to the peak.
BLACK / 50JGCH408BKA

GROWLER GRAPHIC CAP
A comfortable cotton cap with silicone Growler logo to the front. Features contrast panels with reflective piping, embroidered Jaguar wordmark to the rear, and Leaper branded adjuster.
BLACK/RED / 50JGCH407BKA

WORDMARK CAP
A practical sports cap made from SPF 40 rated wicking fabric. Flexible enough to fold away into your pocket, with reflective piping and Jaguar wordmark.
WHITE / 50JGCH409WTA
MEN’S ACCENT COLLAR POLO SHIRT
A 100% piqué cotton polo shirt with knitted collar and cuffs. Features woven Growler logo to the chest, a Union Flag side tag, and seam detailing inspired by Jaguar design.

WHITE
XS 50JGPM399WTB XL 50JGPM399WTF
S 50JGPM399WTC XXL 50JGPM399WTG
M 50JGPM399WTD XXXL 50JGPM399WT3

BURGUNDY
XS 50JGPM399BUB XL 50JGPM399BUF
S 50JGPM399BUC XXL 50JGPM399BUG
M 50JGPM399BUD XXXL 50JGPM399BUH
L 50JGPM399BUE XXXXL 50JGPM399BUT

DARK GREY
XS 50JGPM399GYB XL 50JGPM399GYF
S 50JGPM399GYC XXL 50JGPM399GYG
M 50JGPM399GYD XXXL 50JGPM399GYH
L 50JGPM399GYE XXXXL 50JGPM399GYS

MEN’S LARGE GROWLER GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
Cotton crew neck T-shirt. Made from 100% cotton jersey fabric with Growler print to the chest and Union Flag patch to the arm.

GREY MARL
XS 50JATM003GMB XL 50JATM003GMP
S 50JATM003GMC XXL 50JATM003GMG
M 50JATM003GMD XXXL 50JATM003GMH
L 50JATM003GME XXXXL 50JATM003GMS

NAVY
XS 50JATM003NVB XL 50JATM003NVF
S 50JATM003NVC XXL 50JATM003NVG
M 50JATM003NVD XXXL 50JATM003NVH
L 50JATM003NVE XXXXL 50JATM003NVS
ESSENTIAL APPAREL FOR WOMEN THAT SHOWCASES OUR PASSION FOR DESIGN. CREATED WITH CLEAN LINES AND TAILORED SILHOUETTES. AND MADE TO BE AS VERSATILE AS YOU ARE.
**WOMEN’S CONTEMPORARY DRIVERS JACKET**
The ultimate driving companion. A sleek jacket designed with a tailored fit, ribbed collar, internal pockets and Jaguar monogram print lining. Finished with red trim to the zip, and poppers branded with the Jaguar Leaper. Water-resistant with Durable Water Repellent (DWR®) coating.

**BLACK**
8: 50JGJW483BKJ 12: 50JGJW483BK2
10: 50JGJW483BK2 14: 50JGJW483BK2
12: 50JGJW483BKJ 16: 50JGJW483BKM
14: 50JGJW483BK2

---

**WOMEN’S ACCENT COLLAR POLO SHIRT**
A 100% piqué cotton polo shirt with soft-touch knitted trim. Featuring a rounded collar and an extended placket. Finished with woven Growler logo to the chest and Union Flag to the side seam. Detailing inspired by Jaguar design.

**WHITE**
8: 50JGPW412WTI 10: 50JGPW412WTJ
12: 50JGPW412WTK 14: 50JGPW412WTL
16: 50JGPW412WTK 18: 50JGPW412WTN

---

**EXPLODED GRAPHIC NECK WARMER**
A multifunctional unisex neck warmer for outdoor activities and cold weather conditions. Made from a soft-touch stretch fabric, with exploded graphic in red.

**BLACK** / 50JGSP410BKA
WOMEN’S ZIP UP SOFTSHELL
Maintain your style whatever the weather with this water and wind-resistant jacket. Designed with a tailored fit, it features a concealed hood, storm cuffs and a mesh lining for breathability. Finished with water-resistant DWR® coating.

BLACK
8 50JGW482BKI 16 50JGW482BKM
10 50JGW482BKJ 18 50JGW482BKN
12 50JGW482BKK 20 50JGW482BK2
14 50JGW482BKL

WOMEN’S QUILTED JACKET
A jacket born from our devotion to design. Featuring a tailored fit and constructed with heat-welded panels, sports pullers and concealed side pockets. With signature Jaguar monogram print lining and seam detailing inspired by Jaguar design. Water-resistant with DWR® coating.

GREY
8 50JGW413GYI 16 50JGW413GYM
10 50JGW413GYY 18 50JGW413GYN
12 50JGW413GYK 20 50JGW413GYL
14 50JGW413GYL

WOMEN’S QUILTED GILET
A quilted gilet with Jaguar monogram print lining, unique seam detailing and a tailored fit. Constructed with heat-welded panels, sports pullers and concealed side pockets. Water-resistant with DWR® coating.

GREY
8 50JGW496GYI 16 50JGW496GYM
10 50JGW496GYY 18 50JGW496GYN
12 50JGW496GYK 20 50JGW496GYL
14 50JGW496GYL

WOMEN’S APPAREL
JAGUAR HARD CASE
LUGGAGE COLLECTION
Performance, packed. Hard case suitcases with polycarbonate shells, aluminum frames and repeat grille pattern to the front shells: Feature TSA-approved locks, multidirectional tour wheels and red lining with repeating pattern. Removable hanging store for effortless organisation.

1/ LARGE
W 50.6cm H 73cm D 34cm
SILVER / 50JELU260SLA

2/ MEDIUM
W 46.5cm H 68cm D 26cm
SILVER / 50JELU259SLA

3/ SMALL
W 35cm H 55cm D 23cm
SILVER / 50JELU258SLA

4/ JAGUAR BUSINESS
HARD CASE
A high-performance hard case for wherever work takes you. Features repeat grille pattern to front shell, TSA-approved lock, Growler logo inside and out and heavy duty extendable handle. Multiple compartments for effortless organisation. W 45cm H 35cm D 20cm
SILVER / 50JELU257SLA

5/ JAGUAR LEATHER
WEEKENDER BAG
A bag to pack your weekend into. Crafted from soft and supple oil-washed, natural-grained Napa leather. Featuring padded leather shoulder strap, brushed-nickel hardware and protective dust bag. It’s the ultimate Jaguar accessory.
BLACK / 50JHLU364BKA

THE LIFESTYLE COLLECTION
LUGGAGE

UPGRADE YOUR TRAVEL PLANS.
THIS SLEEK AND MODERN LUGGAGE COLLECTION HAS BEEN DESIGNED FOR EVERY KIND OF JOURNEY, AND EVERY KIND OF TRAVELLER.
1/ PERFORMANCE SUNGLASSES POLARIZED
High-performance polarized sunglasses for all your activities. Features Leaper logo to the corner of the lens.
BLACK / 50JFGM402BKA

2/ HERITAGE SUNGLASSES
Vintage style sunglasses with Heritage lozenge to the frame and Leaper logo to the lens.
BLUE / 50JFGM400BLA

3/ SPIRIT SUNGLASSES POLARIZED
Lightweight metal framed polarized sunglasses with a distinctive rounded profile. Features Jaguar wordmark to the frame with Leaper logo to the lens.
GUNMETAL / 50JFGM401GUA
BLACK / 50JFGM404BKA

4/ SPIRIT SUNGLASSES TEXTURED POLARIZED
Classic style polarized sunglasses in Black with a textured nylon finish. Features Leaper logo to the lens with Jaguar wordmark to the frame.
BLACK/GOLD / 50JFGM599GDA

5/ HERITAGE SUNGLASSES POLARIZED
Vintage style polarized sunglasses in Black. Featuring Heritage lozenge to the frame and Leaper logo to the lens.
BLACK / 50JFGM403BKA

6/ CLASSIC SUNGLASSES POLARIZED
Carry the classic style of Jaguar with these lightweight polarized sunglasses. Featuring subtle Jaguar wordmark to the frame with Leaper logo to corner of the lens.
BLACK / 50JFGM405BKA

THE LIFESTYLE COLLECTION
SUNGLASSES

FROM CONTEMPORARY SHADES TO ALL-TIME CLASSICS, OUR RANGE OF SUNGLASSES ALL FEATURE HIGH LEVELS OF UV PROTECTION AND CLASSIC JAGUAR BRANDING.
1/ JAGUAR HERITAGE WATCH
A chronograph inspired by Jaguar’s racing heritage. Designed for life on and off the track. Featuring a classic ‘Panda’ racing face with 3 auxiliary sub-dials, lap timer and date aperture. Complete with rally-style strap and Jaguar Heritage logo. Water-resistant to 10ATM. Supplied in Jaguar presentation box.
BLACK / 50JHWM979BKA

2/ JAGUAR CLASSIC WATCH
A classic watch from a timeless brand, inspired by historic Jaguar instrument clusters. Featuring sixty second counter on the outer bezel, date aperture and textured leather strap with contrast stitching. Water-resistant to 10ATM. Supplied in Jaguar presentation box.
BLACK / 50JHWM980BKA

3/ JAGUAR SOLAR WATCH
Designed by Jaguar. Powered by the sun. This chronograph features a solar-powered dial with power-reserve indicator, 3 auxiliary sub-dials and date window. Housed in a high-resistance PVD case. Complete with a silicone rubber strap and Jaguar wordmark. Supplied in Jaguar presentation box.
BLACK / 50JHWM980BKA

THE LIFESTYLE COLLECTION
WATCHES

INSPIRING TIMEPIECES THAT REFLECT OUR OBSESSION WITH DETAIL. CLASSIC WATCHES AND CHRONOGRAPHs THAT ALLOW YOU TO SEIZE THE MOMENT, IN STYLE.
1/ WATER BOTTLE/STAINLESS STEEL TRAVEL FLASK
Inspired by Jaguar interiors, this smart travel flask features a start/stop ignition button to the lid, with an easy-grip finish.
GREY / 50JGGF432GYA

2/ GROWLER LOGO POWER CHARGER
Sleek power charger with anodised aluminium shell and laser-etched Growler logo. Includes 3-in-1 cable with micro, lightning and type-C connectors. 8000mAh external battery.
W 7.4cm x H 15cm x D 1.18cm
BLACK / 50JGPH428BKA

3/ GROWLER PRINT PASSPORT HOLDER
Three-tone leather passport holder with two card slots. Offers both security and style with a sleek Black exterior, red contrast card slot and Union Flag side-seam tag.
BLACK / 50JGLG425BKA

4/ GROWLER PRINT WALLET
Three-tone leather wallet with six card slots and Union Flag side-seam tag. All inspired by Jaguar’s unique style and design. Finished in Black with grey Growler graphic lining and red contrast card slot.
BLACK / 50JGLG424BKA

5/ WOVEN IPHONE CABLE
Woven USB cable for iPhone with nylon braided jacket in Red/Black. Includes 3-in-1 cable with micro, lightning and type-C connectors. With wordmark and Growler logo to the connectors. MFI certified.
RED/BLACK / 50JGPH429RDA

THE LIFESTYLE COLLECTION

GIFTS

FROM SUPERIOR WRITING INSTRUMENTS TO STYLISH KEYRINGS, THIS EXCLUSIVE RANGE OF GIFTS MAKE PERFECT ACCESSORIES TO THE JAGUAR LIFESTYLE.
ULTIMATE TRAVEL FLASK
A flask to travel with. Understated and elegant design constructed from stainless steel. Flask remains condensation free and keeps drinks cool for hours. Features carry-strap, laser-etched Est. 1935 Jaguar logo, and branded rubber base plate.
SILVER / SJHMG9715LA

TRAVEL MUG STAINLESS STEEL
Travel mug with red silicone grip. Branded with Jaguar wordmark.
RED / SJDMG898RDA
GREY / SJDMG494GYA

TRAVEL CERAMIC MUG
Travel mug in Grey ceramic with silicone grip. Features printed Growler logo. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

GROWLER KEYRING
Keyring with Growler logo and debossed Jaguar wordmark.
RED / SJAKR274RDA
BLACK / SJAKR274BKA

LEATHER LOOP KEYRING
Brushed metal keyring with leather loop. Pull and twist key lock mechanism.
BLACK / SJDKR915BKA
RED / SJDKR915RDA

ULTIMATE TRAVEL FLASK
A flask to travel with. Understated and elegant design constructed from stainless steel. Flask remains condensation free and keeps drinks cool for hours. Features carry-strap, laser-etched Est. 1935 Jaguar logo, and branded rubber base plate.
SILVER / SJHMG9715LA

TRAVEL MUG STAINLESS STEEL
Travel mug with red silicone grip. Branded with Jaguar wordmark.
RED / SJDMG898RDA
GREY / SJDMG494GYA

TRAVEL CERAMIC MUG
Travel mug in Grey ceramic with silicone grip. Features printed Growler logo. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

GROWLER KEYRING
Keyring with Growler logo and debossed Jaguar wordmark.
RED / SJAKR274RDA
BLACK / SJAKR274BKA

LEATHER LOOP KEYRING
Brushed metal keyring with leather loop. Pull and twist key lock mechanism.
BLACK / SJDKR915BKA
RED / SJDKR915RDA
GIFTS

JAGUAR JUNIOR RIDE ON CAR
Created for kids and modelled on a real Jaguar. Complete with working front and rear LED lights, soft-touch seat and low-noise tyres. Takes 3 x AA batteries (not included). Suitable for children aged 18-36 months.
BLACK / 50JDTY907BKA
BLUE / 50JDTY907BLA

I-PACE 1:43 SCALE MODEL
1:43 scale model of the Jaguar I-PACE in Photon Red. A detailed diecast recreation of our first ever all-electric SUV, mounted on a black display plinth.
PHOTON RED / 50JEDC280RDY

JAGUAR E-PACE
1:43 SCALE MODEL
CALDERA RED / 50JEDC279RDY
POCKET UMBRELLA
Handy travel umbrella. Aluminium construction with a soft-touch handle.
BLACK / SOJEUM119BKA

LEATHER TABLET SLIP CASE
Smooth leather slip case featuring foil Jaguar wordmark. Suitable for Samsung Galaxy or iPad tablet.
BLACK / SOJELG228BKA

LEATHER iPHONE CASE
100% Leather Iphone Case featuring foil Jaguar wordmark to the back.
BLACK
8+ / SOJEPH209BKA
8 / SOJEPH208BKA
XS / SOJEPH518BKA

POCKET UMBRELLA
Ultimate umbrella
BLACK / SOJHUM969BKA

PREMIUM GOLF UMBRELLA
Wind tunnel tested to 78mph, this Premium Golf Umbrella in Black features a subtle Jaguar wordmark to the canopy. Comes with a branded cover.
BLACK / SOJEUM119BKA

ULTIMATE UMBRELLA
BLACK / SOJHUM969BKA
MONTEGRAPPA FOR JAGUAR
ULTIMATE PEN
A meticulously crafted pen made from sleek machine-turned resin. Designed by Jaguar and made by Montegrappa, the first Italian designer of superior writing instruments. This luxurious pen has a finely detailed surface pattern in Blue and features jewel-like detailing, clean lines and an elegant silhouette.

BLUE / 50JFPN374BLA

MONTEGRAPPA FOR JAGUAR
PORTFOLIO PEN
For a writing experience as smooth as any Jaguar. A fluid rollerball cartridge with considered proportions and sleek lines. Engraved Jaguar wordmark and lozenge relief pattern to the lid add a level of sophistication.

DARK GREY / 50JFPN375GYA

JAGUAR CLASSIC PEN
Our ballpoint pen features our trademark flowing lines with Jaguar wordmark debossed into the chrome finish.

WHITE / 50JDPN878WTA
BLACK / 50JDPN500BKA
RED / 50JDPN978RDA

NOTEBOOK LARGE A5
A5 branded notebook with Leaper logo on every page. 96 sheets. 93gsm paper.

BLACK / 50JDNB759BKA

GIFTS
## CLOTHING SIZE GUIDE

### UK MEN’S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Chest (CM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXL</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXL</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXXL</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### UK WOMEN’S

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Bust (CM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product availability and pricing are subject to change. All copy and images remain the copyright of Jaguar Land Rover. Correct at time of publication; subject to availability and market; Jaguar Land Rover reserve the right to remove or change specification of items in the range at any time.
THE ULTIMATE GETAWAY CAR

EVERY LEGEND LEAVES A LEGACY

With grace, space and pace, the Jaguar Mark II was the quintessential British automobile. Always admired but never overtaken, it was the go-to car for a quick getaway and the required choice for law enforcement in pursuit. Its powerful and iconic design has been the inspiration for our collection of apparel and lifestyle accessories. A true legend of its time that leaves an unforgettable legacy.
MEN’S HERITAGE LEATHER JACKET

This beautifully soft leather jacket features zip side pockets and paneling detail to the shoulders and arms. Heritage lozenge embossed to the chest.

BLACK

LIMITED AVAILABILITY

XS 50JFLM344BKB  XL  50JFLM344BKF
S 50JFLM344BKC  XXL  50JFLM344BKG
M 50JFLM344BKC  XXXL  50JFLM344BKH
L 50JFLM344BKE  XXXXL  50JFLM344BK3
MEN’S HERITAGE ZIP UP COTTON JACKET
NAVY
XS 50JGJM479NVB  S 50JGJM479NVC  M 50JGJM479NVD  L 50JGJM479NVE
S 50JGJM479NVG  XXL 50JGJM479NVH  XXXL 50JGJM479NVI

MEN’S HERITAGE CASUAL ZIP UP JACKET
Casual meets classic in this 100% cotton, zip-through jacket. Featuring quilted detailing, a ribbed collar and Heritage lozenge branding to the arm and zip-pulls. Finished with race stripe tab to the side-seam.
NAVY
XS 50JGEM480NVB  S 50JGEM480NVC  M 50JGEM480NVD  L 50JGEM480NVE
S 50JGEM480NVG  XXL 50JGEM480NVH  XXXL 50JGEM480NVI
MEN’S HERITAGE LOZENGE T-SHIRT
Classic crew neck T-shirt featuring Jaguar Heritage lozenge across the chest and Heritage stripe side-seam tab. Made from 100% cotton.
MEN’S HERITAGE POLO SHIRT
100% piqué cotton polo shirt with embroidered Heritage lozenge to the chest. Features branded buttons and red tipping to the collar and cuffs.

NAVY
XS 50JFPM347NVB  XL 50JFPM347NVF
S  50JFPM347NVN  XXL 50JFPM347NVQ
M  50JFPM347NVD  XXXL 50JFPM347N VH
L  50JFPM347NVE  XXXXL 50JFPM347NV3

GREEN
50JFPM347GN

MEN’S HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC T-SHIRT
T-shirt immortalising the Jaguar Mark II. Sports a dynamic graphic to the front and Ultimate Getaway Car logo to the back neck. Finished with Heritage lozenge to the sleeve.

NAVY
XS 50JGTM477NVB  XL 50JGTM477NVF
S  50JGTM477NVN  XXL 50JGTM477NVQ
M  50JGTM477NVD  XXXL 50JGTM477NVH
L  50JGTM477NVE  XXXXL 50JGTM477NV3

GREEN
50JGTM477GN

HERITAGE STRIPE GRAPHIC CAP
Heritage cap designed with a distressed print and contrast red Jaguar Heritage lozenge. Features a sandwich peak with Heritage stripe and X-Headlight detailing to the side.

NAVY
XS 50JGCH478NVB  XL 50JGCH478NVF
S  50JGCH478NVN  XXL 50JGCH478NVQ
M  50JGCH478NVD  XXXL 50JGCH478NVH
L  50JGCH478NVE  XXXXL 50JGCH478VN3

GREEN
50JGCH478GN

HERITAGE TRUCKER CAP
Adjustable trucker cap featuring Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic. Sports embroidered Heritage logo to the peak and Heritage stripe detail.

RED
50JGCH499RDA

HERITAGE CAP
100% cotton classic cap with embroidered Heritage lozenge to the front. Features red trim, contrast eyelets and metal buckle to the back.

NAVY 50JFCH348NVA
GREEN 50JFCH348GNA

HERITAGE SCARF
Soft touch Heritage Scarf with navy, white and red race stripe. 100% wool with stitched Heritage lozenge in red.

NAVY 50JFSF348NVA
**HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC LEATHER WALLET**
The Mark II legacy lives on. This 100% leather wallet features a Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic emblazoned on the interior. Finished with debossed Heritage lozenge to the front.  
**BROWN** 50JGLG435BNA

**HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC NOTEBOOK - A5**
A5 soft-touch notebook that celebrates the Ultimate Getaway Car. Featuring Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic, a Getaway Checklist and a discreet back pocket. Lined pages feature Heritage lozenge and X-Headlight details.  
**KHAKI** 50JGNB439KHA

**HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC LEATHER CARD HOLDER**
Card holder and billfold featuring the Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic to the inside, and X-Headlight detailing. Finished with a debossed Heritage lozenge. Made from 100% leather.  
**BROWN** 50JGLG435BNA
THE HERITAGE COLLECTION

HERITAGE WALLET
A piece of history in your pocket. This fine Black leather wallet features a burgundy trim with white stitching and multiple compartments. Heritage lozenge to the inside.
BLACK 50JFLG351BKA

HERITAGE CARD HOLDER
Compact and classic. This fine Black leather card holder features a burgundy trim with white stitching and multiple compartments. Heritage lozenge to the back.
BLACK 50JFLG352BKA

HERITAGE PASSPORT HOLDER
Take our history on your travels. This fine Black leather passport holder features a burgundy trim and white stitching. Race stripe tab and Heritage lozenge to the inside.
BLACK 50JFLG353BKA

HERITAGE BOTTLE
Opened fuel gauge. Designed in the style of an E-type fuel gauge, this zinc alloy and leather bottle opener keyring features a Heritage lozenge to the back.
BLACK 50JFKR355BKA

HERITAGE LOZENGE KEYRING
Heritage keyring with fine Brown leather tag featuring Heritage lozenge. Contrast stitching to the border.
BROWN 50JDKR923BNA

HERITAGE LOZENGE KEYRING
Heritage keyring with fine Black leather tag featuring Heritage lozenge. Contrast stitching to the border.
BLACK 50JDKR920BKA

HERITAGE LOZENGE CUFFLINKS
Cufflinks with Jaguar Heritage logo and Jaguar wordmark branding to the back.
RED 50JDCF922RDA

HERITAGE LOZENGE CUFFLINKS
Cufflinks with Jaguar Heritage logo and Jaguar wordmark branding to the back.
BLACK 50JDCF922BKA
JAGUAR HERITAGE WATCH
A chronograph inspired by Jaguar’s racing heritage. Designed for life on and off the track. Featuring a classic ‘Panda’ racing face with 3 auxiliary sub-dials, lap timer and date aperture. Complete with rally-style strap and Jaguar Heritage logo. Water-resistant to 10ATM. Supplied in Jaguar presentation box.
BLACK @ 50JHWM978BKA
HERITAGE LEATHER HOLDALL

Carry the spirit of our racing heritage. This fine Black leather holdall features detachable race stripe strap, and Heritage lozenge badge.

BLACK  50JFLUSS08KA
LIMITED AVAILABILITY
HERITAGE BOTTLE STOPPERS
Set of three Jaguar bottle stoppers with a design based on the historic Jaguar gear stick. Shaped from stainless steel with rubber stoppers.
SET OF 3 50JFGP903NAA

HERITAGE DYNAMIC GRAPHIC ESPRESSO SET
Espresso set with cups featuring Jaguar Mark II dynamic graphic, and saucers with X-Headlight design. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
SET OF 4 50JGGF441MXA
LIMTED AVAILABILITY

HERITAGE MUG
White ceramic Heritage mug printed with the original Heritage lozenge in red. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
WHITE 50JBM9186WTA

HERITAGE COASTERS X 4 WITH TIN
Heritage coasters presented in a branded metal tin. Two featuring E-type schematic drawings. Two featuring Heritage lozenge.
SET OF 4 50JFGP322NVA
HERITAGE ART PRINT

These A3 mounted prints feature artwork of the original Jaguar Mark II. Dynamic designs that capture the spirit of this historic car marque. Printed on 350gsm paper. Frames not included.

- GREEN AND RED  50JGAP436MXA
- GREY AND WHITE  50JGAP437MXA
- BLACK AND RED  50JGAP438MXA

SIZE A3
AMALGAM XKSS 1:8 SCALE MODEL

Only 16 of these extraordinary cars were ever built and sold, one famously owned by the legendary Steve McQueen. Unveiled in 1957 the Jaguar XKSS was almost certainly the fastest production car of its day, reaching 60mph in just 5.2 seconds and topping out at 144mph.

This limited edition model has been handmade with meticulous attention to detail. Crafted to 1:8 scale, every aspect of its exterior, interior and engine bay has been replicated in precise detail. Like the original car it celebrates, it truly is a thing of beauty.

Please note that this product is made to order and will be delivered through a specialist service.

RACING GREEN  ® S0JDBC989GNA
LIMITED AVAILABILITY

SHOP THE JAGUAR MARK II COLLECTION

Inspired by the legendary Jaguar Mark II, this range of apparel and lifestyle accessories celebrates a motoring icon. Featuring distinctive heritage styling and the Mark II dynamic graphic, every piece has been crafted with unwavering attention to detail.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UK MEN’S</th>
<th>CHEST (CM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XS</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XL</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXL</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXL</td>
<td>117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXXL</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Product availability and pricing are subject to change. All copy and images remain the copyright of Jaguar Land Rover. Correct at time of publication; subject to availability and market; Jaguar Land Rover reserve the right to remove or change specification of items in the range at any time.